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*** with apologies for cross-posting *** 

  
Dear SRN2021ers 
  
We’re back after a few days of (well-deserved) breather. 
  
The first two days of Live Panels last week have set the bar very high. We had lively 

discussions during the Q&A and the online interaction via the website has come really 

alive too. In line with Day 1, the website content for Day 2 too had almost one thousand 
views (1000!). 

So keep watching the pre-recorded presentations scheduled for the upcoming Panels, 

post your comments and turn up on Zoom… 
 

… starting tomorrow! After a fantastic first keynote last Friday, we are now up for our 
Academic keynote – Prof Murray Smith from the University of Kent will kick off Session 

2 (at 5 pm UK time) with his address on “The Portability of Character”, exploring the 

remarkable mobility of characters across works and worlds… 
 

… and Panels. Oh yes, because Characters are going to be a key topic throughout the 
whole of Session 2. If you don’t believe me, check it out for yourself by taking a look at 

the schedule for Panels 11 and 12. 

 
I know! 2 comes after 1 – to further prove this arithmetical truth (pace Peano and the 

incompleteness of formal systems) DAY 3 starts with Session 1 at 8 am (UK time). Only 

exception in these three weeks, we will have the Happy Hour first, then Panel 9 – which 
promises to be the perfect follow-up to Panel 2 on Technology, VR and AI – and, 

eventually, the more experimental Panel 10, which introduces the Table Read in the 
hope to pave the way for future conferences too and welcome this new panel format. 

Overall, a slightly shorter and lighter Session 1 but not one bit less interesting so I will 

look forward to seeing all of you there. 
   
Now for the usual weekly update. 
  
NEW ON THE WEBSITE 
  
The most recent (and hopefully final) version of the Full Schedule in all Time Zones. 
  
Missed a session? Not a problem! Log on to the website (with your password at hand) 
and watch all the recordings – available from only a few hours after each session (look 

for the green button at the bottom of each session in each individual Day page). The 
recordings will be shown in a new window in your browser: this is an app called Panopto 

that includes both the videorecording from the Zoom session as well as 

captions/subtitles (in English) throughout the whole recording. 
   
Even more Happy Hours are now on the menu (does “more happy” makes them 
happier hours?). Check out on the website what activities are in store on Days 3-5: book 

announcements, the Journal of Screenwriting, short film pitches, a docuseries, 

screenwriting festivals, podcasts, the ECR symposium and more.  

https://srn2020.com/live-sessions/schedule-of-live-sessions-panels/


Are you making up your mind about presenting a project of yours too? Just drop me a 
line at info@srn2020.com.  
  
I will leave the item titled “pestering everyone about the AGM” to the next update at the 

end of this week. But remember it’s next Monday 13 (day 4) and all the relevant info is 

on the website. 
  
REMINDER: Intellect is making two issues of the Journal of Screenwriting available 

for free. Hurry up because the offer lasts only until 20 September (essentially, until 
SRN2021 is on). You can find the details on the SRN2021 website, in the Everything 

Else… section. 
   
* * * 
  
To conclude: watch/comment/log in to the Live Panels. 
  
Anything else, check out the website – it’s not going anywhere. 
  
See you all on Zoom tomorrow for Day 3 starting at 8 am (my time – check yours on the 
website)! 
  
Take care 
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